Enemy at the Gates
Our enemy Iran has positioned agents around and inside our country.
In Reza Kahlili's latest article he describes the forces that Iran has positioned in this hemisphere.
Iran has expanded its terror network and now has tens of thousands of agents in Latin America,
according to a former Iranian official who has witnessed the regime’s crimes against humanity inside
Iran and has knowledge of its terror network targeting the West.
In interviews with the opposition outside Iran, the official revealed that more than 40,000 of the
regime’s security, intelligence and propaganda forces successfully have been placed over time in
Bolivia, Brazil, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Ecuador and Venezuela. (http://www.wnd.com/2012/07/armyof-iran-sadists-poised-for-u-s-invasion/)
Note that the original title of the article was as it is titled now 40,000 Iran Agents in Western
Hemisphere. However, someone at WND changed the title to the one in the URL.
Beyond Mr. Kahlili's article there are other indications of Iranian penetration of our country.
SAN DIEGO -- A terrorist organization whose home base is in the Middle East has established
another home base across the border in Mexico.
"They are recognized by many experts as the 'A' team of Muslim terrorist organizations," a former U.S.
intelligence agent told 10News.
The former agent, referring to Shi'a Muslim terrorist group Hezbollah, added, "They certainly have had
successes in big-ticket bombings." (http://www.10news.com/news/27780427/detail.html)
SAN DIEGO (CBS) — One of the most notorious Islamic terrorist groups in the Middle East is
reportedly making a new home just south of the border.
The Shi’a Muslim group Hezbollah is “recognized by many experts as the “A” team of Muslim
terrorist organizations,” a former U.S. intelligence official told 10News in San Diego.
…
But recently, operatives with the group have been using the ongoing violence in the local drug trade to
blend in with Muslim communities along the Mexico border, according to the unnamed official.
“They have had clandestine training in how to live in foreign hostile territories,” the agent said.
Hezbollah is reportedly partnering with local drug organizations for cash and protection in exchange
for firearms and explosives training, according to the former official, who cited two safe houses in
Tijuana and Durango where operatives were apparently living.
“If they really wanted to start blowing stuff up, they could do it,” the agent said.
(http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2011/05/05/ex-agent-hezbollah-ramping-up-border-operations-nearsan-diego/)
Then there is this.
In this wide-open question of loyalties we may see the expanding emptiness of the modern nation-state,
where basic identification with the nation itself is no longer at the core of citizenship. And that includes
the United States of America, where, for example, a good stretch of Main Street follows the Israeli war

on Hezbollah via Al Jazeera — at least Main Street in Dearborn, Mich., which writer Debbie Schlussel
has described as "the heart of Islamic America, and especially Shia Islam America."
As The New York Times reported from Dearborn, "For miles along West Warren — in hair salons,
restaurants and meat markets — shopkeepers and their relatively few customers stared at televisions
tuned in to Al Jazeera." Incidentally, there were "relatively few" customers out and about only because,
as one baker knew, "most of his regular customers were home watching (Al Jazeera), just as they had
all day, every day," since Israel's offensive began.
Why does this matter? Al Jazeera, of course, is the relentlessly anti-American, anti-Israel, jihadboosting "news" network. To find sets in the heartland tuned in to this station today is roughly akin to
coming across an American town, circa 1942, tuned in to Axis Power propagandists Tokyo Rose and
Lord Haw Haw. (http://www.militantislammonitor.org/article/id/2165)
Please read all of the cited articles for more important information, especially Mr. Kahlili's.
Analysis. To the nations listed in Mr. Kahlili's article we must add Mexico and the United States. Nor
would it surprise me that either Iranian Revolutionary Guards Qods Force members, or Hezbollah
agents or both had operations in progress in every country from Tierra del Fuego to Point Barrow.
We've been infiltrated. This is something that neither the Germans nor the Japanese could do
successfully. Although eight German saboteurs landed from a submarine on the eastern coast of the
United States, they were quickly arrested, tried and hanged or imprisoned for life.
I doubt seriously that the agencies charged with homeland security have any idea at all where these
people are. Rush Limbaugh has a long playing dig at illegal immigration that goes something like this.
Two persons from Arab speaking countries are sitting at a table. The first one starts to speak in Arab
and the second one cuts him off. Shhhhh. We're in America now. Speak Spanish. The last figure that I
saw had the immigration agencies arresting some 49,000 people classified as “other than Mexicans”
crossing into the United States illegally in one year. That is approximately the same number of people
in an Army Corps.
It is bad enough that we have drug gangs smuggling in drugs by the ton and abusing the people who act
as their carriers. Arizona's reaction to the threat posed by drug gangs was the passage of SB 1070 parts
of which the United States Supreme Court has ruled constitutional. Arizona also became a
“Constitutional carry” state where no permit is required to carry a sidearm openly or concealed. There
are warning signs along Interstate 8 in Arizona advising travelers not to stop and visit the scenic areas
along the way. They might be shot at or kidnapped.
Now magnify this problem one thousand fold if Iran tells its people to make a mess of the United
States. This they would do in reaction to an attack on Iran or to the United States forcibly reopening the
Straits of Hormuz to tanker traffic while sanctions on Iran were still in effect. The Iranian Parliament is
currently considering a law to close the Straits. The main shipping lanes in the Persian Gulf go through
Iranian territorial waters.
And now we have cities all over the World that are gaining the ending -stan on their names to signify
the overwhelming Muslim population of that area. These areas represent a significant threat to the
culture of the country they are located in. The quote from the article on Dearbornistan is extremely
instructive. The British have a serious Muslim problem in almost all of their major cities. They have
Londonistan. Germany has a severe Muslim problem in Hamburg and Berlin.
This is not an isolated phenomenon. It happens everywhere there are large groups of Muslims. There
are areas of Paris, France where the police don't go except in large force. The Eighth Arrondisment
(district) is one such place.
While it is unknown how many of these 40,000 Iranian agents are in the United States at present. Mr.

Kahlili stated in a previous article that he had information indicating that there were some 800
Hezbollah members in the United States. Considering the information in his current article this number
may be very low. Each of these people is a well trained special operator capable of individual or small
group action against strategic targets. Their most likely targets will be critical infrastructure, especially
the power grid. The may also execute random attacks against places where people gather such as malls,
sporting events or recreational areas.
What can we do to respond to this threat? First, realize that Islam is NOT a religion of peace. It is a cult
of war and conquest gotten way out of hand. And when the sacred months are passed (These are the
four months following Ramadan: Shawal, Dhu'lkaada, Dhu'lhajja, Muharram) kill them who join other
gods with God (Christians) and seize them, besiege them, and lay in wait for them with every kind of
ambush; but if they shall convert, and observe prayer, and pay the obligatory alms, let them go on their
way for God is Gracious, Merciful. (Sura 9:5) Make war upon them to whom the Scriptures have been
given as believe not in God, or in the last day, and who forbid not that which God and His Apostle have
forbidden, and who profess not the profession of the truth until they pay tribute out of hand, and they
be humbled. (Sura 9: 28-29) Believers! wage war against such of the infidels as are your neighbors,
and let them find you rigorous: and know that God is with those who fear him. (Sura 9:125). (The
Koran, Translated by J. M. Rodwell, ISBN 0-460-87438-1)
Second, understand that Islam is an all encompassing way of live. There is no “render unto Caesar”.
There is no separation of church and state. The church is the state.
Third, make creeping Islamization a political issue. Inundate your senators and representative with
protests against allowing Muslims special treatment because of their “religion”. We have a Constitution
that we all must live by.
Fourth, realize that there will be war with Iran and possibly other nations. Right now Iran is ruled by
ayatollahs who believe that it is their religious duty to do those things that will cause the Twelfth, or
Hidden, Imam (Mahdi) to reappear from the occultation. According to Shiite hadiths, this will require
massive chaos, death and destruction. For an explanation of the current state of their plans, watch the
video The Coming Is Upon Us that appears as the last item in Mr. Kahlili's current World Net Daily
article.
Fifth, understand that the “revolution” in Syria is the direct result of an insurgency sponsored by Saudi
Arabia. This insurgency is the direct result of Bashar Assad's refusal, and probably inability if he
wanted to, to throw the Iranians out of Syria. The Syrian Army represents a major threat to the Red Sea
coast of Saudi Arabia and the Two Holy Mosques. The power of the House of Saud to rule Saudi
Arabia comes from the designation of the leader of the House of Saud as Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques. The Saudis will not allow any other power to control the Two Holy Mosques, especially not
Shiites.
Also, the insurgency in Syria is the current manifestation of the sectarian civil war between Sunnis and
Shiites within Islam for control of Islam. This is a blood feud that has been going on since the death of
Mohammad. It will continue until one side or the other is decisively defeated. The Shiites, at least the
leadership of Iran, realize that this is their best chance to gain control of Islam. They work for the
Mahdi to appear and lead Shi'i Islam to rule the World.
Sixth, observe and report. We all have critical infrastructure in our neighborhoods somewhere. If you
see something that looks strange, let somebody know. I know this sounds a lot like the DHS “See
something. Say something”. But that is not a bad concept with some rational thought put behind it.
Remember who the real enemy is. Just be alert.
Last, be proud to be an American.

Addendum: This from Debka this morning.
A flotilla of at least 11 Russian warships has been detached from Caspian Sea, Black Sea and North
Sea fleet bases and is on its way to the Syrian coast for a maneuver; NATO has consigned its rapid
response Maritime Group 2 to the same stretch of sea - where also five Israeli warships are deployed.
The Western alliance has also increased surveillance flights over the Mediterranean from the
Geilenkirchen air base in Germany.
…
High-ranking Saudi princes associated with their national military and intelligence agencies frankly
confided to Arab and Western officials on recent visits to Riyadh that the US and, possibly Israel too,
are on the verge of war on Iran. “It is already decided,” they say. The only question still open is the
date, which could be before or after the US presidential election on November 6.
(http://www.debka.com/article/22168/NATO-Russian-naval-air-buildup-in-E-Mediterranean-Frenchunits-to-Gulf)
While this is unrelated to the main topic of way too many Iranian bad guys in the Western Hemisphere,
it is related to the title. The Russians have not put a naval group this size into the Mediterranean in a
long time and probably not since the middle 1980s when the battle was raging in Europe over Ground
Launched Cruise Missiles and Pershing IIs. Geilenkirchen is the home of the NATO E-3 Airborne
Waening And Control System aircraft. They would be responsible for battle management of the
airspace. The Russian naval deployment is also in the New York Times via
www.familysecuritymatters.com'
As for the comment from the “Saudi princes”, that may or may not be “Wolf crying”. October may
only be an estimate based upon the deteriorating economic and civil situation in Iran. Previous articles
from Mr. Kahlili and others have commented on the apparent mass conversions to Christianity in Iran.
One report was 30,000 in Shiraz.
The other very serious problem is that conflict with Russia may well deteriorate into nuclear war and
rather quickly.
However, it is apparent to me that major war in the Middle East is becoming more and more likely as
time passes. Act accordingly.

